
YOUTH INCLUSION 

Take a shot at your 
future 

PHOTO CONTEST 



Young people have aspirations and dreams. Only the sky should be the limit to their 
optimism and creativity. However the world is changing fast, with new technologies 
affecting the way we work and the future is increasingly fuzzy for today’s young 
generation. How is the future of work going to evolve and what dreams and aspirations 
can young people have in this uncertain future?  
  
Aspirations constitute an important driver for a young person’s career and life choices. 
They shape how young people think and feel about themselves, their lives, and their 
communities and influence their actions in the face of challenges and opportunities. 
Thus, meeting youth aspirations is an important aspect of social cohesion and 
increasingly a subject of interest among policymakers as they endeavour to design 
policies adapted for young people.  
 
The EU-OECD Youth Inclusion project launched a Photo Contest "Take a shot at your 
future" calling for young people aged 18-30 to submit photos representing the future 
of work and/or their own aspirations.  
 
More than 137 entries from 47 countries were received. After an exciting round of 
public voting on social media, which generated close to 10 000 votes in one week, 2 
final winners were selected:  
 
Mr Balla Kane (Senegal) – Afrique s’imagine 
Mr Ismail Odetola (Nigeria) – City in the village 
 
This photobook is a tribute to the aspirations and vision of the future of work 
expressed by young people. Its photographs and stories were selected from the 
response to the youth photo contest. 



City in the village – Ismail Folaranmi Odetola 

L’ Afrique s’imagine – Balla Kane 

Green architect – Renzy Ardyanti 

Teleworking – Alberto Guide 

Lorenzo – Francesca Vettori 

Entreprendre – Guylain Kuma-Kuma 

Fearless mind – Guy Davis Mbaya 

My future under the sky – Hamza Birinci 

My shop – Yumna Marium 

Inclusivity – Prince Loyd Besorio 

I am a peace builder – Trang Vuhong 

Tradition – Cosimo Schiavoni 

The bridge – Lucas Ninno Ometto 
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City in the village 

©Ismail Folaranmi Odetola 
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The picture captures how technology and education will 
penetrate the most forgotten places in the world in the 
future. Where human capital will be complemented and 
most people from the rural area won’t have to migrate to the 
city in search of greener pastures. 
 
 
About the photographer: Ismail Odetola Folaranmi,  21 years old, from Nigeria.  
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©Balla Kane 

L’Afrique s’imagine 
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Dans une Afrique en construction l’image occupe la place 
centrale dans sa course au développement. En tant 
qu’étudiant en cinéma je deviendrais ce réalisateur engagée 
à reconstruire l’Image de l’Afrique en créant des emplois aux 
jeunes dans ma grande entreprise de production. Dans cette 
image où je tiens entre mes mains deux truelles de maçon 
qui sont des objets anthropomorphiques représentant le 
développement (la construction). Pour ainsi dire à la jeunesse 
que le développement de l’Afrique se trouve entre nos mains. 
 
 
A propos du photographe: Balla Kane, 25 ans, du Sénégal 
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© Renzy Ardyanti 

Green architect 
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This photo describes the my future, I want to be an architect 
who influences the environment, who designs buildings using 
the concept of sustainable design. This will be my role and 
contribution to improve the environment. 
 
 
About the photographer: Renzy Ardyanti, 20 years old, from Indonesia 
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© Alberto Guide 

Teleworking 
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In the future the technological progress could allow 
everybody to work from the place they prefer. This evolution 
on one side could gift workers’ lives of an incredible flexibility 
so that they all could travel much more. On the other side 
there is a concrete risk of social isolation; when the digital 
environment totally replaces the physical and human 
dimension of work, loneliness is a likely consequence. The 
picture I took tries to represent this trade off. An empty chair 
in the vastness of the desert symbolizes the desolation 
together with the beauty of the landscape. 
 
 
About the photographer: Alberto Guidi, 23 years old, from Italy 
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© Francesca Vettori 

Lorenzo 
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In the future the technological progress could allow 
everybody to work from the place they prefer. This evolution 
on one side could gift workers’ lives of an incredible flexibility 
so that they all could travel much more. On the other side 
there is a concrete risk of social isolation; when the digital 
environment totally replaces the physical and human 
dimension of work, loneliness is a likely consequence. The 
picture I took tries to represent this trade off. An empty chair 
in the vastness of the desert symbolizes the desolation 
together with the beauty of the landscape. 
 
 
About the photographer: Francesca Vettori, 21 years old, from Italy 
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© Guylain Kuma-Kuma 

Entreprendre 
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Time or unemployment is raging in Africa, youth 
entrepreneurship remains the one and only way out for the 
thousands of young academics produced annually in the DR 
Congo. But this almost new topic suffers from a cruel lack of 
understanding in francophone Africa, which causes lack of 
support, training and financing of those young adventurers 
eager to enter the so-called Kinshasa, entrepreneurship. I 
hope this youth will receive the necessary support in order to 
build modern structures.  
 
 
About the photographer: Guylain Kuma-Kuma, 26 years old, from the Democratic Republic 
of the Congo 
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© Guy Davis Mbaya 

Fearless mind 
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Work in the future will be very competitive and challenging, 
young persons who have strong aspirations must start to 
prepare themselves today, otherwise to become an 
employee in a firm or to build your own enterprises will look 
like standing in front of a bull. That fight will be bloody but 
only your aspirations will remain the armor allowing you to 
engage in such adventure. 
 
 
About the photographer:  Guy Davis, 28 years old, from the Democratic Republic of the 
Congo 
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© Hamza Birinci 

My future under the sky 
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Only the sky should be the limit to my optimism and 
creativity? No, I go beyond. My relatives worked in poor 
conditions as mineworkers under the surface. I see my 
future, working in one of those skyscrapers just under the 
sky. There are people who appear suddenly in our lives and 
make it even more worth to live. This is what especially 
young people need. 
 
 
About the photographer: Hamza Birinci, 22 years old, from Germany 
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© Yumna Marium 

My shop 
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I learnt the law of nature, that nothing is free. Everything has 
a cost. I had no money to pay but my little desires that are 
dear to me. I sold them to achieve my dreams. Dreams of 
educating myself and standing on my own. For me it is a 
privilege to earn not only for myself but my family too. I feel 
proud that I can make all my dreams come true because I can 
always work hard. 
 
 
About the photographer: Yumna Marium, 25 years old, from Pakistan 
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© Prince Loyd Besorio 

Inclusivity 
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In Philippines, and in other countries, women are viewed as 
housewives and must do household-related work which 
includes tailoring. Mang Mario is a proud male tailor for 
almost a decade now. In the future, all people, regardless of 
gender, socio-economic status and age will have more 
chances of experiencing equal treatment in workplace. 
Discrimination will no longer exist and only the advancement 
of technology could make this possible. 
 
 
About the photographer: Prince Loyd Besorio, 18 years old, from the Philippines 
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© Trang Vuhong 

I am a peace builder 
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The photo captures the image of the Lake Leman in 
Montreux and mirrors my lifelong aspiration to be a peace 
activist who fosters harmony among people themselves, and 
between people and nature, as well fights for justice and 
freedom. 
 
 
About the photographer: Trang Vuhong, 26 years old, from Vietnam 
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© Cosimo Schiavoni 

Tradition 
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I wish tradition and technology could match. This picture 
shows an old man playing a typical Chinese game, while a 
friend is recording a video with a smartphone. There was a 
time when the past was the future, in the same way our 
future will be the past for next generations. 
 
 
About the photographer: Cosimo Schiavoni, 24 years old, from Italy 
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© Lucas Ninno Ometto 

The bridge 
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Thinking about my future work perspectives is like walking on 
this misty bridge. I don't know where I'm going, but I know 
where I come from and feel the power that drives me, step 
by step, toward this uncertain, sometimes gloomy, but still 
beautiful path. 
 
 
About the photographer: Lucas Ninno Ometto, 27 years old, from Brazil 
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EU-OECD Youth Inclusion project 
 

For more information visit us at: 
http://oe.cd/1h0 


